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Abstract 

 100 Story Building, a not-for-profit organization in Victoria, Australia runs creativity and litera-

cy programs for students, including those from disadvantaged schools. The funding for these programs 

stems in part from sales of books they produce. Our goal was to develop a novel marketing scheme and 

materials to help 100 Story Building market their annual student-authored books to teachers. We in-

terviewed three marketing professors and two professionals, five teachers in the United States and 

Australia, an Australian book publisher, and an Australian librarian in order to better understand 

what this target teacher audience might want from a book like this, the best channels we could use to 

reach them, and how to create these materials. We learned that interactive media promotes customer 

loyalty and engagement; this information led us to develop a digital, promotional choose-your-own-

adventure that 100 Story Building could employ at educational conferences to distinguish themselves 

from competing publications and draw in teachers. Marketing professionals taught us that social me-

dia is the key to building brands especially when marketing on a low budget, so we also crafted a year-

ly social media calendar that outlined a posting schedule across various media, along with sample mes-

sages and posts. Since we discovered that teachers heavily rely on book reviews and visit physical 

bookstores readily, we compiled a detailed database containing information on key bookstores, confer-

ences, Facebook groups, blogs, and teacher mailing lists where 100 Story Building might market their 

publications. Furthermore, we aggregated the key features teachers look for when purchasing books 

into a cohesive message that 100 Story Building can use in the future. 
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 100 Story Building (100SB), a not-for-

profit organization based in Footscray, Victo-

ria, is working on providing young people in 

marginalized communities with a safe place to 

experiment with their creativity and to build 

their literacy skills. Outlets for creative ex-

pression are important to a child’s emotional, 

social, and academic growth. Research has 

shown that children who have outlets for crea-

tive expression let go of fears easier, rise up to 

challenges, and discover new opportunities 

faster (Virtual Lab School, 2020).  

 Despite the important role that creativ-

ity and creative writing play in a child’s devel-

opment, opportunities for creative expression 

decrease as children advance in their school-

ing (100SB). Anae, a contributor to the Aus-

tralian Journal of Teacher Education (2014), 

asserts that some teachers do not have the re-

sources and training they need to properly 

teach creative writing. When children don’t 

have opportunities to develop writing skills, 

they can face deficiencies in their literacy de-

velopment. Disadvantaged students in partic-

ular often fall behind in literacy scores.  

 Currently, 100 Story Building works to 

support these students by offering various cre-

ative story workshops at their Footscray site 

as well as in schools throughout Victoria 

(100SB). In 2019, 100 Story Building was able 

to provide roughly 56% of these programs free 

of charge to marginalized communities. The 

funding and support for these programs stems from gen-

erous contributions of time and money from various au-

thors and volunteers as well as from book sales. 100 Sto-

ry Building runs a young editor publication program 

known as Early Harvest, in which a panel of 15 young 

editors edit and design a publication composed of crea-

tive short stories, poems, and other forms of creative 

writing. Because this organization is a social enterprise 

that provides a large portion of their programs free of 

charge, income from sales of the Early Harvest books 

helps to underwrite the cost of their programs.  

(100 Story Building, 2020) 
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100 Story Building was able to boost 

their sales of the Early Harvest publication 

in 2019 by partnering with Hardie Grant 

Egmont, an Australian children’s book pub-

lisher. While 100 Story Building benefitted 

by implementing marketing suggestions giv-

en to them by Hardie Grant Egmont, the not

-for-profit saw an opportunity to further ex-

pand their reach by exploring new market-

ing strategies for the book that are aimed at 

schools specifically. We were asked to ex-

plore marketing strategies that could get 

their books into the hands of more teachers 

and children. Purchasing and interacting 

with these books would not only raise addi-

tional funds that would be used to under-

write the cost of workshops but could also 

encourage these teachers to get their schools 

and students to participate in their  

various programs.  

 Our team sought to develop and rec-

ommend a novel marketing scheme tailored 

to the January 2021 Early Harvest publica-

tion, Unboring Exploring, to sell more books 

to teachers and schools. To develop an effec-

tive marketing strategy we set four objec-

tives as detailed in Figure 1. After learning 

about the organization and its current mar-

keting approach, we researched relevant 

marketing strategies, and conducted inter-

views with marketing professionals, teach-

ers, and schools as part of a market analy-

sis. Using this information, we developed a 

series of long and short term deliverables to 

help 100 Story Building sell more Early 

Harvest publications in 2020 and beyond.  

(100 Story Building, 2020) 
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Figure 1: Methods and Objectives  
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Chapter 1:  
The Importance of Creative Writing and 100 

Story Building’s Initiatives to Promote It 

(Tremblay, 2020) 
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 Our first objective was to understand 100 Story 

Building’s mission, the Early Harvest program, and the 

current marketing practices the organization employs. 

In order to grasp the importance of 100 Story Build-

ing’s work, we first needed to understand the im-

portance of creativity in a child’s development, in re-

gards to literacy and socio-emotional growth. Once we 

had gathered this information via literature review, we 

turned to the organization's website and conversed 

with 100 Story Building’s co-founder to learn about 

how the organization addresses the issues that plague 

creative expression programs in schools with lower so-

cioeconomic means. Following this, we talked with 100 

Story Building’s marketing staff to understand more 

about the organization and the market-

ing practices they employ. We report our 

findings from our literature review and 

interviews here.  

The Importance of Creative Writing 

and The Need to Support It  

 Elizabeth Shuey, a doctor of child 

study and human development, and Mi-

loš Kankaraš, a policy analyst for the 

Organisation for Economic Co-operation 

and Development, assert that a child’s 

early learning experiences affect 

“general well-being, physical and mental 

health, educational attainment, and em-

ployment” (2018). Literacy and language 

skills are important components of these 

early learning experiences. Strong liter-

acy development in childhood allows students to suc-

ceed in many future areas of their life such as social 

interactions and self-betterment. While child literacy 

across Australia is on the rise, there are some commu-

nities that could use more support. According to a 2017 

study by the Australian Institute of Health and Wel-

fare, children of parents with lower levels of education 

or children who live in economically disadvantaged or 

remote areas are more likely to fall below the national 

minimum standard of reading and writing than other 

children, as shown in Figure 2. These children need the 

attention of programs like 100 Story Building to help 

increase their literacy levels.  

Figure 2: Percentage of Year 5 Students That Meet the National Minimum Stand-

ard of Reading in Australia in 2017 (Adapted from AIHW, 2017) 
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 Teachers use creative storytelling, which is an 

important aspect of creative expression, to cultivate lit-

eracy in young children. In an article in the Atlantic 

(2012), Deborah Wallace-Segall (director of a non-profit 

creative writing lab), asserted that fiction writing is just 

as important as any other genre. She stated that teach-

ing children creative writing allows the children to learn 

how to write with a myriad of high level technical abili-

ties. This is due to the wide variety of grammatical and 

syntactical constructions as well as metaphors, similes, 

and complex story structures present in creative writ-

ing. After her organization’s programs she noticed that 

the students showed a significant increase in all areas of 

writing as shown in Figure 3. She further stated that 

children across America should learn to write fiction be-

fore any other genre of writing. Since her students were 

able to express themselves through their writing, they 

were much more motivated to continue reading  

and writing. 

 A 2011 program run by the Australian Literacy 

and Numeracy Foundation (ALNF) and the University 

of Western Sydney (UWS) also showed that creative 

writing has a great positive effect on literacy. This pro-

gram was designed to provide educational opportunities 

to children in an Indigenous school in response to statis-

tics showing that Indigenous students do not receive the 

same opportunities as non-Indigenous students, which 

results in much lower test scores (Naidoo, 2011). Volun-

teer teachers combined their creative writing and drama 

expertise by implementing drama forums and creative 

writing workshops to increase both the literacy of the 

children and their social skills. Not only did these pro-

grams lead to an increase in test scores, teachers saw 

that “once the Indigenous students felt safe and comfort-

able they could engage 

in [other] creative 

writing activi-

ties” (Naidoo, 2011). 

These activities be-

came an important 

line of communication 

between the students 

and school officials, 

helping them find and 

fix problems within 

the school or  

community. 

Figure 3: Comparison Across Literacy Categories Before and after Creative Writing Programs 

(Writopia Lab, 2019) 
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 As well as being an important educational tool, 

creative writing helps foster self-expression and social 

skills. Children need an outlet for creative expression in 

order to grow emotionally, socially, and academically. 

Specifically, creativity helps children use and grow their 

imagination and makes children more receptive to un-

conventional challenges (Virtual Lab School, 2020). Cre-

ative writing is also important to brain development; 

reading and writing fiction stimulates important areas 

of the brain such as the sensory cortex, which increases 

perception of all five senses (Ashby, 2020). There have 

also been several studies linking the sensory cortex to 

memory, especially in young children (Muckli & Petro, 

2017), indicating that reading and writing fiction can 

improve memory and sharpen perception. In the New 

York Times, Annie Paul referenced an article by Ray-

mond Mar, a psychologist at York University, that found 

an overlap between the brain networks used to under-

stand stories and the networks used to navigate social 

interactions (2012). Therefore, reading and writing fic-

tion may prepare people to negotiate the real world. Cre-

ative writing and storytelling are important types of cre-

ative expression often integrated into early language 

arts instruction according to the Australian Journal of 

Teacher Education (Anae, 2014). Anae references sever-

al articles that refer to creative writing as one of the 

most important tools for self-expression and 

“understanding self” (2014).   

  The flexibility, interpersonal skills, and creativi-

ty fostered by creative writing are important to many 

employers when students later enter the workforce. Ac-

cording to a 2018 study done by the National Associa-

tion of Colleges and Employers (NACE), 82% of employ-

ers look for candidates with strong written communica-

tion skills, 58% look for flexible candidates, 53% look for 

people with good interpersonal skills, and 23% look for 

creative candidates. Creativity also helps children learn 

to value their feelings, try new things, and be more curi-

ous about all aspects of life. The self-expression inherent 

in the creative process allows students to learn and 

grow. Creativity in the classroom is very important to 

children’s emotional development and interactions with 

others: “Creative activities help acknowledge and cele-

brate children’s uniqueness and diversity” (The Whole 

Child- For Early Care Providers- Creativity and Play, 

2020). While there are a myriad of forms of creative ex-

pression, 100 Story Building’s focus is on  

creative writing. 

 If creative writing is so important why is it not a 

focus in some primary school writing curricula? Anae 

(2014) lists several reasons, including that new teachers 

usually do not have the necessary training to effectively 

integrate creative writing into their curriculum (2014). 

In both the United States and Australia teacher training 

focuses on how to teach reading instead of writing (Our 

Impact, 2019). Furthermore, the education that teachers 

received in their formative years shapes their opinions 

of writing and therefore their willingness to attempt to 

integrate it into their curriculum (Norman & Spencer, 

2005). Anae believes that all teachers should be trained 

on how to properly integrate creative forms of literacy 

and self-expression into their curriculum which is where 

100 Story Building can help (2014).  

Creative activities help acknowledge and 

celebrate children’s uniqueness and 

diversity. 

-The Whole Child for Early Care 

Providers 
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100 Story Building’s Mission 

 

 100 Story Building’s goal is to encourage young 

writers to enjoy reading and writing through various 

creative writing workshops and programs offered within 

their building as well as throughout the community and 

surrounding schools (100SB, 2020). Jenna Williams and 

Lachlann Carter developed the organization from a not-

for-profit they created in 2009 known as Pigeons 

(Stefanoff, 2017). This program aimed to bolster the 

skills and creativity of students in inner-west Melbourne 

as well as to engage marginalized children who were at 

risk of falling behind in literary learning.  

Currently, 100 Story Building holds creative writing 

programs for children and workshops for teachers on 

how to incorporate creative writing into the classroom. 

During these creative writing programs, children collab-

orate with each other to create stories about monsters, 

mythical creatures and whatever else the children imag-

ine. The co-founders are especially passionate about 

building confidence in children, as they see it as key for 

future success. The lack of resources available in socio-

educationally disadvantaged communities 

and school systems that serve them exacer-

bates the need for programs like those that 

100 Story Building offers (100SB, 2020).  

 One of 100 Story Building’s main 

goals is to raise creative writing and the 

arts back to an equal footing with other 

school subjects, so that students from all 

backgrounds have the ability to explore 

their creative sides (100SB, 2020). 100 Sto-

ry Building incorporates this goal by pre-

tending with young children that their 

building, despite being only one material 

floor, contains various portals that can 

transport the children to extraordinary oth-

er levels populated by the childrens’ imagi-

nation (Stefanoff, 2017). For example, the staff tell the 

children that a trapdoor in the corner actually leads to a 

different floor, which could be stationed in outer space 

or deep under the ocean surface. The young writers con-

ceptualize short stories regarding the creatures and 

events taking place on the 99 stories below the trap 

door, allowing their imagination to flow freely. 

While the 100 Story Building is the home for young 

writers, the organization offers various programs to Vic-

torian classrooms, libraries, and even festivals (100SB, 

2020). In 2019 alone, 100 Story Building was able to 

reach 5,989 young people, 228 teachers, and 72 schools 

and create over 9,000 short stories with these programs. 

Additionally, to adapt to the “new normal” brought 

about by the COVID pandemic, the organization devel-

oped programs aligned with ACARA (Australian Curric-

ulum Assessment and Reporting Authority) programs to 

aid teachers and schools with creative literature lessons 

that can be delivered either remotely or in the class-

room. One of the largest of these programs is Early Har-

vest, which served as the focus for this project. 

(100 Story Building, 2020) 
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Early Harvest 

 Early Harvest is a publishing program for Years 

3-6 students initiated in 2014 and is composed of several 

components: First, a narrative unit delivered to students 

by their teachers in the classroom. Following this unit, 

students receive a chance to create their own short story 

to be submitted to the Early Harvest program. The final 

component is an editorial program offered to a panel of 

15 select Years 5 and 6 students. This panel reviews the 

short story submissions and decides which stories will 

be featured in that year's Early Harvest Publication. Ex-

perienced publishers then guide this editorial board 

through the publishing process, and these young editors 

also receive the opportunity to work alongside well-

known Australian authors, designers, and artists to 

make all of the creative decisions involved in creating 

the final product. Some of the famous authors that have 

contributed in the past include Andy Griffiths, Alice 

Pung, Maxine Beneba Clarke, Davina Bell, Shaun Tan, 

Andrew McDonald, George Ivanoff, and Morris Gleit-

zman. This year, the adventure-themed Early Harvest 

book features writing from Australian children’s author 

Sally Morgan. Every year, the proceeds from the sales of 

the book go directly back into the organization so that 

the Early Harvest Program can continue to develop. 

Profit from Early Harvest publications along with the 

contributions of time and money from various volun-

teers, authors, and publishing professionals allow the 

organization to provide over 50% of their programs free 

of charge to schools in need. 100 Story Building’s recent 

partnership with publisher Hardie Grant Egmont has 

allowed them to increase their sales. According to Lach-

lann Carter, CEO of 100 Story Building, these recom-

mendations included marketing each publication as a 

book in its own right as opposed to marketing it as a 

magazine series as they had done in previous years. 

They also suggested giving the publication its own 

name, as opposed to calling every book Early Harvest, 

as they had also done in previous years. According to 

Mr. Carter, Hardie Grant Egmont also helps 100 Story 

Building by publishing, warehousing, and distributing 

the first print run of 1,000 copies to bookstores across 

Australia. In addition, they made a deal with a local 

wholesaler known as Australian Standing Orders (ASO) 

to sell about 900 copies, but at a significantly reduced 

price. Since ASO was taking a large risk on the new, un-

proven book, they agreed to purchase the books at a 70% 

discount. Despite the significant reduction in price, 100 

Story building was still able to turn a small profit on 

these books since the printing cost is only about $2 per 

copy. In the future, 100 Story Building hopes to improve 

their reputation and sell their books on this scale with-

out the significant discounts they had to accept to sell 

their books previously. However, the group is still in 

need of a marketing strategy targeted specifically for the 

education market.  

 The income drawn by the publications will help 

support the financial needs of the programs, and in ad-

dition if more teachers and schools use the book, more 

children can benefit from the Early Harvest program. 

Until 2019, 100 Story Building had not considered any 

formal marketing strategy. Thus, our project was to de-

sign a strategy from the ground up. In order to do so, we 

first researched the basics of marketing and some of the 

strategies used to market children's books, especially to 

schools and teachers. This information is discussed in 

the next chapter. 

(100 Story Building, 2020) 
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(Tremblay, 2020) 
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 Our second objective was to understand general 

marketing strategies. Introductory marketing text-

books and peer-reviewed literature helped us do so, and 

our research is detailed in this chapter. To identify po-

tential strategies useful for our project, we also con-

ducted semi-structured interviews with two people who 

currently hold professional marketing positions, three 

marketing professors, and a children’s book publisher. 

The transcripts for these interviews can be found in 

Supplementary Materials F.1 We also incorporate the 

results of those interviews and focus groups  

in this chapter.  

 Prior to conducting any of these interviews, we 

sent the participants an appropriate variation of the 

preamble shown in Supplementary Materials A that 

outlined our project and why we were particularly in-

terested in talking to them. During these interviews, 

we asked the marketing professionals, publishers, and 

professors a series of questions, shown in Figure 4. The 

information gathered from these interviews pointed us 

in the direction of additional basic marketing strategies 

detailed in this chapter and gave us more insight into 

marketing on a low budget and the process of develop-

ing a timeline for marketing materials. 

Figure 4:  

Interview Questions for 

Marketing  

Professionals,  

Professors,  

and Publishers 

1. Supplemental materials (SM) for this 

project may be found at wp.wpi.edu/

Melbourne/projects/, using the search bar 

to locate project materials.  
12 
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Marketing Basics 

 

 Marketing is an exchange between a seller and a 

customer where the customer wants something from the 

seller and the seller wants to make a profit from the cus-

tomer (Iacobucci, 2017). The goal of marketing is to in-

form and attract potential customers and provide them 

with valuable information about available products 

(Kotler, 2020). For our project, we had to figure out what 

teachers and schools want in their storybooks, how we 

could satisfy those desires, and how we could convince 

them that our book is the best option for their needs.  

 Marketers often start developing a marketing 

plan by performing a situation analysis, which is a pro-

cess that involves analyzing the 5C’s of marketing 

shown in Figure 5: customer, company, context, collabo-

rators, and competitors (Iacobucci, 2017). Marketers 

must determine who they want their audience to be and 

must characterize their customers’ needs and wants. 

While this is typically a very important and lengthy pro-

cess, our sponsor already identified our target audience 

as teachers and schools. Following this, our job was to 

understand the target audience's needs, desires, and 

buying habits. We detail this process in Chapter 3. The 

second C of the 5 C’s stands for company: who is selling 

the product? What are our organization's strengths and 

weaknesses? and “what unique benefits can the organi-

zation provide?” The third C is context, which refers to 

the macro-environmental factors that marketers must 

consider. Marketers ask themselves about the economy 

that they will be entering and how the industry that 

they will be entering is currently doing. Some contextual 

factors important to our project are the buying habits of 

teachers and how the market changes based on the aca-

demic year. During our interview with the educational 

marketing coordinator at an Australian publishing com-

pany we learned that a large majority of schools in Aus-

tralia are government schools. As a result, if you want to 

reach them your product must be released before their 

funding dries up. According to this marketing profes-

sional, that time frame would be sometime before Sep-

tember as teachers likely don’t have much of a budget 

left for the end of the school year. The fourth C is collab-

orators, which are the companies, people, or organiza-

tions that the seller works with or collaborates with to 

sell the book. Collaboration with other organizations is 

considered a business-to-business (B2B) partnership 

and oftentimes organizations try to analyze how they 

can meet the needs of their customer while maintaining 

and strengthening their B2B relationships. The fifth 

and final C is competitors, which are the companies, 

people, and organizations that produce products that the 

seller competes against. Marketers analyze which com-

panies their competitors are, the features of their prod-

ucts, and how they may potentially act and react. 

Figure 5: The “5 Cs” of Marketing 

(Adapted from Iacobucci, 2017)  
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 Marketers then take this information to make a 

strategic marketing plan using STP: segmentation, tar-

geting, and positioning. Marketers use segmentation in 

situations where they determine that there are several 

unique types of customers for a product. The message 

and channel of communication may differ for each of 

these segments. One way that marketers can better un-

derstand their customer is by looking at psychographic 

data. These data are the psychological traits of custom-

ers, such as their attitudes and values. This information 

gives marketing managers an ability to communicate 

more persuasively with their audience. One method that 

is popular for segmenting is VALS (Values and Life-

styles), which categorizes people into three motivations: 

ideas, achievement, and self expression. Those in the 

“ideals” segment are guided by knowledge and princi-

ples, those in the “achievement” segment are those who 

purchase products deemed successful by others, and 

those in the “self expression” segment are those who de-

sire social or physical activity, variety, and risk.  

 Positioning refers to how organizations get their 

products in front of the intended target audience - the 

“channel” that can be used - and how they communicate 

the benefits of the product to their audience through a 

persuasive “message.” When interviewing a university 

marketing professor, we spoke about the importance of 

developing one clear message that can be sent out 

through various media and channels. This is known as 

integrated marketing communication, which ensures 

that there is a seamless experience across all forms of 

media and communication in order to unify the market-

ing material into one important message that the con-

sumer can easily identify (Sellahvarzi, 2014). This en-

sures that the customer does not receive conflicting mes-

sages despite being exposed to different marketing com-

munications. 

  

 

  

  

 Using a survey conducted by Smart Insights 

(2017), a well established marketing company, we were 

able to identify four potential marketing channels that 

were practical to employ for the Early Harvest books. A 

marketing channel is defined as the process used to de-

liver any type of marketing material to the public 

(Kotler, 2020). The first channel we identified is market-

ing automation, which uses software such as Hubspot to 

compile multiple types of marketing into a simple inter-

face where users can automate repetitive marketing 

tasks (Hubspot, 2020). With a program like Hubspot, 

you can easily manage repetitive tasks such as social 

media posts, email marketing, and paid media advertis-

ing from a single place. In addition, you can even set 

schedules so that you can upload or submit all market-

ing material for an entire month ahead of time. Auto-

mating repetitive marketing tasks from a single plat-

form has become one of the most convenient marketing 

channels as it allows the user to perform multiple mar-

keting tasks all in the same interface.  

(Caulfield, 1966) 
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 The second potential marketing channel is 

content marketing. This channel involves the crea-

tion of media related to your product that you can 

share with your audience. Common forms of content 

media include videos, images, drawings, blog posts, 

and social media. The goal for this channel is to use 

these forms of media to promote the brand and stim-

ulate interest in the product. During one of our in-

terviews with a marketing professional, we dis-

cussed how digital marketing affects both the chan-

nels and messages used by aspiring modern market-

ers like 100 Story Building. The different types of 

social media reflect inherently different digital 

channels. For example, Facebook is better for long-

er, wordy posts at less frequent intervals. This di-

vulges a lot of information, but also takes more work 

to make it interesting. Instagram posts are more 

artistic and simple with few words, but this media is 

also easier to engage customers with. Channels such 

as Instagram Stories or Twitter are faster, simpler 

posts with little direct impact, but they do serve to 

keep the brand fresh in the minds of the customers. 

Currently, 100 Story Building utilizes Instagram, 

Twitter, and Facebook, however, they do not utilize 

their LinkedIn page. During another interview with 

a marketing professional they made it abundantly 

clear that any company, especially a not-for-profit, 

should have a LinkedIn page. They mentioned that 

a LinkedIn is often the best way to grow a profes-

sional network. Since 100 Story Building tries to at-

tract teachers and schools alike, growing a profes-

sional network may prove even more beneficial than 

traditional social media.  

 The next two marketing channels, conversion 

rate optimization and search engine optimization, 

usually come in a pair. Search engine optimization 

details how maximizing website content and key-

words allow websites to rank higher on search en-

gine result pages. Keywords are very im-

portant to the optimization of the website, how-

ever, choosing oversaturated keywords such as 

“children’s books” would never produce any re-

sults, especially compared to the companies 

paying Google and other search engines direct-

ly to appear higher in searches. Picking appro-

priate keywords is done by narrowing down on 

niche keywords specific to our product such as 

“Early Harvest” or “Written by children” and 

tailoring many or all pages of the website to 

those keywords. Backlinks are another effec-

tive strategy to optimize searchability. Back-

links are any link from another website that 

leads to our own website. The more times our 

keywords are mentioned and the more back-

links from other sources that lead to the web-

site means the site will appear higher in search 

results overall. This process is often done by 

rewording parts of the website and creating 

content that references our niche keywords to 

draw people searching for them to our site. By 

using social media to provide the backlinks, we 

can maximize the effectiveness of our search 

engine optimization and increase the number 

of people landing on the website. Once we have 

optimized the website for searchability, we 

must also optimize the conversion rate. To do 

so, we want to increase the number of people 

who actually buy the book when they visit the 

website. Currently, the conversion rate of Ear-

ly Harvest publications is negligible, as it is 

less than 1%. By enhancing elements of the 

product page we hope to bring the conversion 

rate above 1%, meaning more than 1 out of 100 

people who see the book on the website will ac-

tually buy it. 
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 Each of these examples could help build a reputa-

tion for 100 Story Building and each individual 100 Sto-

ry Building publication, as well as develop their existing 

brand. This step is extremely important as it will be the 

idea that people associate with the Early Harvest publi-

cation and 100 Story Building as a whole. Although 

these strategies are not directly correlated to sales, they 

do inform potential customers about the product and 

they begin to create a buzz around the book. Once people 

understand why the book is special and spread their ex-

citement or reviews through word of mouth, the effec-

tiveness of the marketing strategies significantly in-

creases due to the exponentially increasing number of 

people hearing about the book. 

 When deciding on the positioning of a product 

marketers look to the 4P’s shown in Figure 6: product, 

price, place, and promotion (Iacobucci, 2017). Marketers 

have to think about adapting the product and marketing 

it towards customer needs. They also have to consider 

what price customers would be willing to pay for their 

product and where customers might learn about the 

product as well as where they would purchase their 

product. There are many ways that marketers can deter-

mine a reasonable but profitable price for their product. 

100 Story Building’s former marketing director commu-

nicated that the organization had recently completed 

this research and had already decided on the book price. 

The final P is promotion: this is when the marketers 

have to consider how they can entice the customer to 

purchase the product. This is where the notion of 

upselling becomes important. Upselling is encouraging 

people to buy add-ons to a product (Kurian, 2013). 100 

Story Building already has lots of ongoing programs 

with teachers and schools who hope to improve the writ-

ing and literacy skills of their students through creative 

writing so this is an opportunity to play to the needs of 

those teachers and encourage them to purchase the Ear-

ly Harvest publication to continue the experience of the 

workshop in their classroom. One thing that is im-

portant to consider when promoting a product is the dif-

ference between the features and benefits of a product. 

According to Maribeth Kuzmeski (2010), “customers 

rarely make buying decisions based on a product or ser-

vice’s features; yet that’s what most businesses promote 

over and over again.” The main difference between fea-

tures and benefits is that features are properties of the 

product and benefits are the values that the customer 

would receive from the product. For example, the fact 

that children write the Early Harvest book is a feature 

but the idea that the publication is a good educational 

tool to be used in the classroom is a benefit.  

  

  Figure 6: The “4 Ps” of Marketing  

(Adapted from Iacobucci, 2017)  
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 In his book “The Complete Guide to Book Mar-

keting,” David Cole emphasizes the importance of name 

recognition for books and publishers with regards to pro-

motion, especially when these publishers sell books that 

cater to a niche market (2003). If the consumers recog-

nize the name of a publisher or book series (and can re-

late those names to a specific niche), they are more like-

ly to buy those books. This name recognition ties in 

tightly with the concept of branding. In our case, we 

wanted to build 100 Story Building’s brand by empha-

sizing the high-quality educational tools written and ed-

ited by children produced in the Early Harvest pro-

grams. David Cole asserts that branding “offers a won-

derful competitive advantage” (2003). Publicity is also 

key, and being the go-to publisher for a certain type of 

book is incredibly valuable to sales and marketing. Cole 

intimates that becoming known as a leader of or key 

contributor to a certain field (in this case, specifically 

publications of stories written by kids for use in educa-

tion) can provide the publishing company with a degree 

of fame and free marketing.   

 Familiarity also makes the publications more 

valuable, increases brand recognition, and may even ex-

pand the market. Since this niche area has few competi-

tors, it may only take a few successful marketing cam-

paigns geared towards building name recognition and 

appealing to producers and the media for the publisher 

to seize control of their individual market. Steve Weber’s 

book “Plug Your Book” reinforces this assertion that 

seizing a market can completely change an author or 

publisher’s reach. Weber anecdotally related the story of 

Jon Krakauer's book “Into Thin Air,” which was success-

fully marketed by Harper Paperbacks and became a 

bestseller. As the publisher became synonymous with 

the book (lauded by mountaineers and the general pub-

lic), consumers, especially online consumers, rushed to 

buy previously unnoticed books of the same genre pub-

lished by Harper Paperbacks. Almost overnight, the 

brand became synonymous with the Krakauer-esque 

nonfiction adventure novels that sold well to Amazon 

customers and bookstores alike. Our group sought to de-

velop 100 Story Building’s brand and name recognition 

to the point that others consider them the go-to publish-

er for literary educational tools produced by children. 

We developed our own steps for market analysis in order 

to tailor the process to fit our criteria. These steps can 

be found in Figure 7.  

 Once we began to understand the essentials of 

marketing, we started thinking about the long term suc-

cess of the marketing strategy. Philip Kotler mentions 

in his textbook Principles of Marketing that analytics 

are important to any business; understanding analytics 

such as the number of products sold and the time of year 

they are sold can significantly impact the optimal time 

or method to market a product (2020). We received infor-

mation regarding book sales over the course of 2019 

from 100 Story Building’s former marketing director, 

learning that they sold the bulk of their books close to 

the release date and mainly at bookstores. Continuous 

engagement is important because it keeps prospects and 

customers interested in the product and invested in its 

success (Kotler, 2020). Similarly, good public relations 

are key to maintaining a strong reputation and attract-

ing new prospects to the product. Public relations are 

often maintained through conferences, blogs, and other 

press that improve the reputation of the product and the 

organization. Currently 100 Story Building has a very 

limited social media and digital presence as they only 

use Facebook and Instagram sparingly and their web-

site is their only form of digital media.  
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 Digital marketing is a very broad category of 

marketing and involves anything from building a web-

site or creating an app to writing blog posts or making a 

video. Damian Ryan (2014) detailed successful digital 

marketing concepts for books in Understanding Digital 

Marketing. These concepts include redesigning the or-

ganization's website by making it more appealing to 

their target audience, converting the book to an ebook, 

publishing testimonials across various forms of digital 

media, and engaging in communities such as bookstores, 

facebook groups, and teacher associations.  

 Trans-media marketing is another method that 

incorporates multiple forms of digital and or physical 

media to enhance the reputation of the main product. By 

introducing media that supplements the product, the 

company is able to build a stronger brand that can be 

further enhanced through public relations and customer 

engagement. The brand is the long lasting idea that peo-

ple will associate with the product and organization, so 

it is vital to represent this correctly. All of the concepts 

mentioned previously, including digital marketing, are 

effective ways to begin building a marketing scheme. 

For example, Sydney-based sister organization Story 

Factory has a website that emphasizes the beautifully 

illustrated covers of their publications, which attracts 

the eye and increases sales, according to a 2015 study by 

Abdallah and Jaleel.  

  Figure 7: Market Analysis Steps  
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 Interactive marketing refers mainly to the recent 

use of digital and social media marketing to draw in and 

engage potential customers in ways other than purchas-

ing. Interactive media marketing is also a type of trans-

media marketing. Studies have shown that interactive 

marketing provides benefits over traditional marketing, 

as campaigns that feature interactivity and user-input-

driven marketing result in greater customer loyalty and 

satisfaction (Jahanzaib et al., 2019).  

 Several of our interviews also lead us to look into 

cause related marketing as a potentially effective way of 

appealing to our target audience. This is a form of mar-

keting that allows pro-social contribution to the commu-

nity while promoting a business at the same time 

(Adkins, 2016). This is often done by guaranteeing that 

some percentage of the profits will be donated to a par-

ticular nonprofit or a campaign like the “one for one” ap-

proach from TOMS, where the company donates a pair 

of shoes to children in a developing country for every 

pair of shoes they sell (TOMS, 2020). Another familiar 

campaign is the “Box Tops for Education” initiative that 

has helped General Mills raise over $800 million for 

schools across the country since 1996 (Forbes, 2017). 

These prosocial actions benefit the community and in-

crease reputation, loyalty, and profits for the organiza-

tion running the cause-related marketing campaign. A 

study conducted by Duke University's Fuqua School of 

Business showed that cause related marketing can in-

crease sales up to 74% for certain consumer goods, and 

that consumers spend twice as long looking at cause re-

lated marketing material compared to their generic cor-

porate counterparts (Marketing Charts, 2008). Addition-

al benefits of cause related marketing include enhancing 

the reputation of the business, building stronger rela-

tionships, demonstrating the organization’s values, and 

providing additional resources (Adkins, 2016).  

 

 

 100 Story Building is already a social enterprise 

that focuses on providing students and teachers with the 

tools and knowledge to increase creativity and literacy 

across Australia. Thus, we considered this strategy 

when later developing our materials, and one of the 

marketing professors we interviewed suggested that ex-

plicitly stating how the profits from the book will be 

translated into free workshops might emotionally en-

gage the consumers and further their interest in the 

book. She mentioned that we might clearly indicate to 

consumers how much profit was generated from the 

book and how many workshops that is equivalent to. 

This also has potential to be emphasized throughout the 

entire year because as more books are sold and more 

workshops are held, 100 Story Building can highlight 

these events on their social media or through email and 

keep their consumers engaged in the growing effect that 

they are responsible for. The concepts detailed in this 

chapter guided us as we conducted our own  

market analysis.  

(100 Story Building, 2020) 
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Chapter 3:  
Market Analysis for Early Harvest Books- 

Methods and Results 

(Tremblay, 2020) 
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 To reach our third objec-

tive, we first wanted to understand 

the target audience’s needs and 

desires as well as their habits 

when purchasing children’s books 

and where they learn about and 

find story books for school. We also 

wanted to understand competitor 

books and marketing strategies. 

To accomplish this objective we 

used a combination of desktop re-

search and interviews with teach-

ers, librarians, and publishers.  

 

What Do Teachers and  

Schools Want from  

Classroom Storybooks? 

 

We conducted a joint inter-

view with two American teachers. 

This gave us the opportunity to 

gain some preliminary knowledge 

about potential books, authors, 

venues, and channels where teach-

ers might hear about and buy 

books. Prior to all interviews the 

participants were sent the relevant 

version of the preamble shown in 

Supplementary Materials A. We 

adapted questions from our initial 

interview discussion and later 

used them for our interviews with 

Australian teachers; these can be 

found in Figure 8.  

 

Figure 4:  

Interview Questions 

for Marketing  

Professionals.  

Professors,  

and Publishers 

 Figure 8: Interview Questions for Teachers  
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 100 Story Building provided us with contacts for 

teachers the organization works with and we conducted 

a joint interview with two Australian teachers who 

taught Years 2 and 3 as well as an interview with anoth-

er Australian teacher who taught Years 5 and 6. During 

these interviews teachers were asked to discuss the im-

portance of story books in the class-

room and the factors they consider 

when choosing story books to pur-

chase as educational tools. They were 

also asked to participate in an activi-

ty known as free listing to spur con-

versation and gather valuable infor-

mation. Free listing is an information

-gathering method where partici-

pants are asked to list all of the con-

notations and thoughts they have re-

lating to a specific prompt (Hough, 

2009). We asked the participants to 

each list a maximum of ten things 

that came to mind when they thought 

of their favorite children’s book. They 

then submitted these lists to us via a 

google form that was linked in the 

Zoom chat. This form can be found in 

Supplementary Materials C. If this 

was a joint interview, these lists were 

then inserted into a world cloud gen-

erator (wordclouds.com) and the word 

cloud was displayed as a visual aid so 

that teachers could see the results 

and discuss their opinions. The words 

in the visual (see Figure 9) increased 

in size depending on the frequency in 

which they were used so that teach-

ers could easily see the most common 

responses. If this was not a joint in-

terview these answers were simply 

discussed. After we met, we sent the participants a 

Google Form asking them to include contact information 

for additional participants. Additionally, we recorded 

and transcribed each of the interviews and conducted a 

thematic content analysis of each one, looking for com-

mon themes.  

 Figure 9: Free Listing Word Cloud  
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 During these interviews with teachers we ob-

served that when asked to list up to 10 things they think 

about when thinking of their favorite story books, many 

answered with the themes highlighted below, extracted 

from Figure 9 on the previous page. 

 

These themes were also very apparent when we per-

formed our thematic analysis of the criteria they look for 

when choosing books (see Figure 10). When asked to 

elaborate on these themes mentioned, each of the teach-

ers stressed the importance of something the students 

can relate to. One teacher said “Often having a charac-

ter that [students] can link with or see a little bit of 

their own lives in is really important. Having worked 

with a lot of children who had never seen a character 

who looks like themselves, and then when they saw one 

in a book they were just overwhelmed because they 

saw... a child with a head cap on or darker skin and… 

they haven’t had those sorts of books shown to them be-

fore. They didn’t realize there were books for them, so 

that kind of showed me how powerful it is.” In this case, 

this teacher stressed the importance of a character that 

children can relate to. Another teacher also expressed 

excitement about having authors that the children can 

relate to. This teacher was particularly interested in the 

fact that the stories were written by children as this 

would show her students that they too could become au-

thors and have their work published. Additionally, she 

mentioned that she often uses story books as mentor 

texts and that having texts written by children and su-

pervised by authors would be excellent for her class-

room. Another theme that came up frequently with our 

thematic analysis was the popularity of books. They 

mentioned that they use different venues and channels, 

discussed later in this chapter, to find reviews from oth-

er readers, teachers, and professionals about potential 

books for their classroom.  

 Teachers also must consider the curriculum goals 

they have to meet, as per national standards. Australia 

has a national curriculum set by the Australian Curricu-

lum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA, 

2019) that clearly explains the learning expectations for 

students throughout Australia in each particular year 

level (2019). This curriculum is divided into eight learn-

ing areas (DESDE, 2020). For our project, understand-

ing the learning experiences for English and the Arts for 

Years 3-6 was very beneficial as these are the years that 

the Early Harvest program works with.  

 The ACARA explains the study of English as 

“central to the learning and development of all young 

Australians” (2019). For each year, Foundation Year 

through Year 10, English learning revolves around three 

interrelated stands: literature, language, and literacy. 

This curriculum is set up so that Years 3 and 4 share 

virtually the same learning objectives, and Years 5 and 

6 are grouped together as well (Table 1).  

 Relatable, diverse characters  

 Interesting story that can 

lead to discussion 

 Good and interesting  

illustrations 

 Age-appropriate language  

 Australian authors 
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Table 1:  

ACARA Learning  

Objectives for Years 3-6  

 

(Adapted from ACARA, 

2019) 

Figure 10: Thematic Analysis- 

Why Teachers Choose Books 
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Additionally, each year level has 

an achievement standard set by 

the ACARA that is broken down 

into two different modes: recep-

tive and productive. Receptive 

modes involve listening, reading, 

and viewing, and productive 

modes refer to speaking, writing, 

and creating (Table 2). Knowing 

these learning objectives and 

achievement standards was im-

portant in order to understand the 

needs of our target audience. After 

our interviews we learned that 

these teachers tend to focus on the 

learning objectives and standards 

checked off in Tables 1 and 2 

when they use story books in their 

classrooms. For example, one of 

the teachers we interviewed likes 

to use storybooks to inspire her 

students' narratives by having 

them write alternate endings to 

stories or stories based on an illus-

tration in the book. Another teach-

er we spoke to has her students 

write reviews of storybooks and 

thought that one written by chil-

dren would be even better for this 

purpose, since the students would 

feel more comfortable critiquing 

other children rather than adult 

authors.  

Table 2: ACARA Achievement Standards  (Adapted from ACARA, 2019) 
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 In addition to our preliminary research and the 

information we gathered from interviews with teachers, 

we also interviewed an Australian librarian to under-

stand how librarians perform collection development 

and to see if the Early Harvest book lined up with the 

criteria they use to evaluate content. The questions we 

used can be found in Supplementary Materials B. 

Through this interview we found that, similar to the 

teachers, librarians also look for children’s books with 

quality illustrations and books with good reviews. This 

particular librarian even mentioned that she subscribes 

to various blogs where she may find information about 

upcoming, or even existing, books. Other things that she 

mentioned she looks for included: 

Libraries have lots of people flipping through their prod-

ucts and they do not want to purchase a book that im-

mediately shows wear and tear. She also mentioned that 

“if it's a really bad cover some books just won’t get 

picked up” based on her experiences.  

One concern that 100 Story Building expressed to 

us was that teachers are not always receptive to the fact 

that the stories are written by children; to some teach-

ers, this indicates that the stories may not have quality 

writing. 100 Story Building strongly believes that this is 

not the case, but they were unsure of how they could 

communicate this to potential buyers. When we inter-

viewed teachers we asked them how they felt about the 

book being written by children and found that the re-

sponse was overwhelmingly positive. One of the teachers 

even said that this would make the book more appealing 

to them. These teachers also mentioned that texts writ-

ten by children would inspire their own students to 

write and to tap into their creativity when writing. How-

ever, we do understand that the teachers we spoke to all 

had great relationships with 100 Story Building and 

thus may have had a biased opinion. During one of our 

interviews, a marketing professor suggested that we 

highlight that the stories were written by children and 

supervised by famous authors and 100 Story Building 

staff to give the publication some credibility. Also, in our 

interview with the librarian, she offered the same advice 

that people may trust the publication more if they un-

derstand that the writing has been supervised by adults 

and writing professionals.  

  The teachers had positive comments when we 

shared the book’s cover, saying, for example, that “it 

looks exciting and interesting” and “there’s plenty of col-

or and movement.” They also spoke positively about the 

novelty of the title Unboring Exploring and thought it 

would definitely interest their students. They had many 

positive comments about the sample poem from the book 

we showed them as well and shared ideas about how 

they might use it in the classroom to inspire their chil-

dren’s writing. One teacher explained that she would 

use the poem as a tool for visualizing by having the stu-

dents draw things that were mentioned in it to show 

how the descriptive language in the poem leads to crea-

tive drawings. This ties in well to the post reading activ-

ities that 100 Story Building has begun to plan for the 

book which will include activities focused on the illustra-

tions and writing style of the book. One of the teachers 

that we interviewed also mentioned that providing post 

reading activities, specifically from 100 Story Building, 

“would be a massive value add.” Once we understood 

what these teachers look for in books, we researched 

when and how we should market the book to them.  

 Durable books with high pro-

duction value  

 Books with attractive covers  
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When are Teachers and Schools Looking for New Story Books? 

 

 The Australian school year consists of four roughly 10 week terms, the first of which starts in late January (State 

Government of Victoria, 2019). Upon the completion of each term, there is a two week school holiday. The final of these 

four terms ends roughly a week before Christmas and then students get the remainder of December and most of Janu-

ary off before returning to school for a new year (see Figure 11). As mentioned in the previous chapter, as school starts, 

teachers begin using up their budgets for that year which usually runs out a couple months before the end of the school 

year. According to a Year 5 and 6 teacher in Victoria, November and June are about the time that teachers put their or-

ders in for the upcoming semester.  

 

Thus, marketing materials for the book need to reach teachers before these November or June deadlines so that they 

reach teachers while they are planning for the upcoming year or semester. 

Teachers typically choose instructional materials and plan their  

lessons in late November and December. 

Figure 11: Timeline of Victorian School Year  

(Adapted from State Government of Victoria, 2019)  
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Channels and Venues Where Teachers and Schools 

Learn About and Purchase Books 

 During our preliminary research, we found that 

teachers often look to both school and local libraries to 

determine which story books they should buy for their 

classroom. This process of libraries expanding their sys-

tem to match the needs of the customer is known as 

“collection development” (Libraries Tasmania, 2020). 

Libraries Tasmania (2020) states that libraries look for 

books that are relevant, suitable, accurate, and present-

able. Relevant books relate to the taught curriculum, are 

engaging to children, and fit a budget. Suitable books 

are easy to read and well illustrated. Accurate books are 

books that are respectful to all people, have a focus on 

Australia, and are reputable. Presentable books are 

physically attractive, well illustrated, and well con-

structed. Libraries use a variety of journals, magazines, 

and websites when selecting books during collection de-

velopment. The teacher-librarian or librarian technician 

is usually the one in charge of this process. They also 

encourage suggestions from community members, teach-

ers, and students. These book suppliers that school li-

braries purchase from typically fall under three catego-

ries: retailers, publishers, and wholesalers/discounters. 

When school libraries purchase from retailers they are 

able to order popular publications locally and interna-

tionally. Purchasing from publishers typically also allow 

for local and international purchases, but these suppli-

ers tend to sell more specialized selections such as text-

books and reading sets. The final category, wholesalers/

discounts, can be a good resource for these libraries to 

purchase books at a reasonable price. The downside is 

they can only supply what they already have, so school 

libraries might not be able to purchase in bulk and the 

same selections might not always be available. When 

going through the purchasing process most libraries try 

to follow loosely set collection development goals that 

work towards their vision and build on the objectives of 

each library or school.  

 Standing order programs such as Australian 

Standing Orders (ASO) and Lamont are wholesalers 

that have picked up the Early Harvest publication previ-

ously. Australian school libraries often obtain their 

books through these vendors. Standing order programs 

offer subscription programs tailored toward primary and 

secondary school libraries. Subscription packages in-

clude new books from Australian publishers as well as 

comprehensive teachers notes that provide ideas for dis-

cussions and activities in the classroom (Australian 

Standing Orders (ASO), 2020; Lamont Books, 2020). 

Standing order programs allow teachers and librarians 

to regularly receive new books. For example, each of 

Lamont's subscription packages include 9 packages de-

livered periodically throughout the year and include 2-

12 books per package depending on the subscription. 

These subscription options save school libraries time be-

cause the titles are selected for them based on their 

needs. In addition, with the purchase of a subscription 

school libraries save approximately 25% off of the re-

leased retail price (RPR). Although the purchase of a 

subscription provides schools with a larger discount, if 

they do not want to commit to a subscription, they may 

order on a catalog-by-catalog basis. Australian Standing 

Orders allows Australian publishers to submit manu-

scripts up to six months before publication to be re-

viewed by ASO’s editorial manager for literary merit. 

Belinda Bolliger, ASO’s editorial manager, ultimately 

determines which titles they will include in their offer-

ings. In recent conversation with 100 Story Building’s 

former marketing director, Chetna Mahadik, we learned 

that 100 Story Building sold their publications to La-

mont in 2019 at 70% of their normal rate or $5.00 per 

book. While this is a very large discount, it was still 

above 100 Story Building’s total costs of producing the 

book which are roughly $2.00 per book. 
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 The librarian we spoke with mentioned another standing order company she works with, DLS. DLS works as 

both a library supplier and specialist Publishers’ Agent and Distributor and currently serves 16 Victorian municipal li-

brary services. (DLS Australia Pty Ltd, 2020). DLS is very similar to both ASO and Lamont; the major difference is that 

DLS brings ready to buy samples to librarians so librarians can buy them after they see them as opposed to having cus-

tomers purchase on a catalog-by-catalog basis if they don’t want to purchase a subscription. She mentioned that espe-

cially with children’s books, she likes to physically flip through the books, see the illustrations, and understand what she 

is going to get before making a purchase. Other potential channels that we identified through our desktop research in-

clude brick and mortar stores, online retailers, and book conferences. A list of the brick and mortar stores that carry 

children’s books in Victoria includes:  

 

A more detailed table of bookstores in Victoria, their specialties and their contact information can be found in Chapter 4. 

In addition to brick and mortar stores with online shops, various other online retailers worldwide offer effective ways for 

teachers to purchase books for their classroom. One well known option based in Sydney, Australia is Booktopia, a 100% 

Australian-owned, online-only retailer (Booktopia, 2020). Booktopia makes finding books on their website easy by cate-

gorizing books by subject, which is useful for teachers and schools.  

 Avenue Bookstore 

 Belgrave Book Barn 

 Brunswick Bound 

 Brunswick Street 

Bookstore 

 Coventry Bookstore 

 Dymocks 

 Eltham Bookshop 

 Happy Valley 

 Hill of Content Bookshop 

 Mary Martin Bookshops 

 Metropolis Bookshop 

 Neighbourhood Books 

 QBD The Bookshop 

 Readings 

 Robinson Books 

 The Book Grocer 

 The Grumpy Swimmer 

 The Little Bookroom 

 The Paperback Bookshop 
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In addition to brick and mortar stores and online retailers, conferences are another way that teachers and schools can be 

introduced to new books, authors, and publishers. A list of conferences in the Victoria area includes:  

We contacted these organizations to learn more about their plans for the upcoming year, but were unable to receive re-

sponses before the end of our project. We compiled all of the contact information we found, along with additional details 

for registering for the conferences in a table that can be found in Chapter 4. 

As mentioned previously, during our interviews we learned that reviews are very important to teachers when 

choosing books for their classroom. Since content is a huge concern for teachers, they rely heavily on the recommenda-

tions of previous readers to determine if a book is appropriate as well as if it will fit into their curriculum. According to 

the educational marketing coordinator at an Australian publishing company in Sydney and the teachers we spoke to, 

some of the channels that teachers look to for these reviews include: 

 ALEA- Australian Literacy Educators’ Association 

 AATE- American Alliance for Theatre Education 

 VATE- Victorian Association for the Teaching of English 

 TES- The Education Show 

 NFSF- National FutureSchools Festival 

 The Children’s Book Council of Australia (CBCA) 

 Readers  

 Friends who are teachers 

 Social media groups and blogs 
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 The CBCA was established in 1945 and is a not-

for-profit, volunteer-run organization that works to en-

gage the community more with literature for young Aus-

tralians (CBCA, 2020). Each year, the CBCA presents 

Book of the Year awards to outstanding Australian chil-

dren’s literature. These awards are split into 6 catego-

ries: Older Readers, Younger Readers, Early Childhood, 

Picture Book of the Year, Eve Pownall award, and New 

Illustrator. The older readers category is for young peo-

ple of the secondary school level between the ages of 13 

and 18, younger readers is for those of the primary 

school level between the ages of 7 and 12, and early 

childhood is for preschool or infant level children rang-

ing from 0 to 6 years of age. The Picture Book of the 

Year award recognizes outstanding books for any age 

range where the illustrations work together well with 

the text and enhance the themes of the books. The Eve 

Pownall award recognizes outstanding books for any age 

range that document factual material. And finally, the 

New Illustrator awards recognizes a book for any age 

range in which it is the illustrator’s first illustrated book 

in which the illustrations play a significant part of the 

book’s narrative. Each category has a winner and up to 

two honour books. The choices made by the judging pan-

el are now considered the most influential and highly 

respected in Australia, as the judges look for 

“outstanding literary merit, ... cohesiveness in signifi-

cant literary elements, language chosen for its appropri-

ateness to the theme…, and consideration is given to the 

quality of illustrations, book design, editing, production, 

printing and binding” (CBCA, 2020). In order to be con-

sidered for a CBCA Book of the Year Award, organiza-

tions must complete an entry form, pay a $99 entry fee 

for each book entered in each category, and submit the 

required number of copies of the book. Organizations get 

to choose which of the 6 categories they will be entered 

in and five copies of the book are required for each cate-

gory entered.  

 Readings is an independent retailer of books with 

seven locations throughout Melbourne (Readings Pty 

Ltd, 2020)). On their website, users have access to blog 

posts and reviews of books of all genres and for all age 

levels, and even have the ability to purchase these publi-

cations. According to the teacher we interviewed, these 

reviews are credible for teachers as they are written by 

former teacher librarians, authors, and specialists. In 

addition, Readings has an entire calendar of events, 

which are now being held virtually. These events in-

clude “in conversation” with authors of new books and 

panels, which is a podcast-like conversation between 

Readings employees and the writers. When these events 

could be held in person they would also include author 

signings, special in-person performances and 

book launches. 

 In addition to these specific channels, through 

our interviews it was also very clear that word of mouth 

is just as important. All of the teachers we spoke to 

mentioned that they will get recommendations from oth-

er teachers and social media groups. One of them men-

tioned a specific facebook group called “My Kid’s Next 

Read” with a bunch Australian authors, teachers, and 

parents. On this page people can post what they are 

looking to teach and then other members can respond 

with their suggestions. We also learned that teachers 

use a lot of the venues that we found through our  

desktop research. Some of the venues that came  

up included:  

 Teacher Librarians 

 Online Bookstores 

 Books with attractive covers  
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Sister Organizations and Competitors: Features 

and Marketing Strategies  

 100 Story Building is an offshoot of the multina-

tional not-for-profit organization known as 826 Nation-

al, with over 50 associated organizations worldwide. Alt-

hough not a direct competitor, we looked into how these 

sister organizations market their books. We learned that 

a core group of nine 826 National stores have their own 

novelty retail store that they use to supplement their 

income and spread the world about their programs. 826 

Valencia, the flagship store, runs the “Pirate Supply 

Shop,” where the organization sells clothes, gifts, novel-

ty items, and perhaps most importantly, copies of the 

compilations of student writings that they have pub-

lished (826 Valencia, 2020). This form of transmedia 

marketing serves multiple purposes; the shop not only 

helps underwrite some of the organization’s operating 

costs, but also draws in new customers, and appeals to a 

sense of local identity as the shop is well known by lo-

cals as “a very playful front for an amazing kids’ writing 

program” (J, 2018). A study from 2014 by Elizabeth le 

Roux showed the importance of locally-marketed sales, 

especially for books. Le Roux notes that marketing 

books to locals appeals to a sense of exclusivity and 

“local identity” which in turn boosts word-of-mouth, pav-

ing the way to brand recognition and eventual market 

control (le Roux, 2014). 826 National stores take full ad-

vantage of this effect, and use it as a key marketing 

strategy to draw interest and income to their projects. 

Each of these stores appeal to the fantastical nature of 

the stories compiled in their programs in order to excite 

and intrigue younger kids in need of a creative outlet. 

These physical stores provide vast benefits to their pro-

grams, but they also require a lot of capital. Expanding 

100 Story Building’s retail space may be worth discus-

sion in the future. This type of transmedia marketing 

inspired our use of interactive digital media marketing 

at teacher conferences and on 100 Story Building’s web-

site. We discuss the deliverables we developed based on 

this research in Chapter 4.  

 The websites of the sister organizations explain 

their programs, allow teachers and schools to contact 

the organizations, and most importantly sell publica-

tions digitally. These digital stores can be used to mar-

ket the books and provide free samples of some publica-

tions or stories, to garner interest. Such strategies can 

be seen at play in Figure 12, which shows a snapshot of 

826 Valencia’s digital store where the “We Are the 

Stars, Overlooking Everything” is offered as a free 

Ebook (826 Valencia, 2020). 

Figure 12: 826 Valencia’s Pirate Supply Store Digital Marketplace  
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 These free books and stories help market the oth-

er publications on sale by drawing in the reader and by 

providing an example of what the publications are. A 

2012 article written by Doriana, Burtaverde, and Chraif 

states that free samples increase the likelihood a cus-

tomer will purchase similar goods to those offered. In 

addition, other 826 National organizations like The Lon-

don Ministry of Stories tailor their digital shops to re-

flect their most recent publications. This strategy can be 

used to great effect as a marketing tool. Abdallah and 

Jaleel (2015) discussed the importance of website appeal 

on marketing in online commerce, stating that websites 

that are “pleasing, engaging, and easy to navigate” play 

a large role in convincing the viewer to purchase the 

marketed material and websites with “engaging prod-

ucts and content” form a lasting impression on the  

customer (2015). Building a website that accurately por-

trays the organization it represents is critical, and 100 

Story Building’s competitors have picked up on this fact. 

The only other Australian-based offshoot of 826 Nation-

al, The Story Factory (located in Sydney, Australia) uses 

their website as an effective introduction to their mis-

sion and publications. The site offers periodical sales on 

publications, and showcases the beautifully illustrated 

books in multiple places across their site. 100 Story 

Building mimics this simple but elegant style; however, 

100 Story Building could potentially make their site 

more interactive, which would deviate from other 826 

National offshoots but would make the site unique. We 

explored how 100 Story Building's website might engage 

kids and teachers through a digital  

choose-your-own adventure based on Unboring  

Exploring, detailed in Chapter 4.  

 Although publications written and published by 

children constitute a very niche market, we must also 

consider that the Early Harvest publications compete 

with other children’s story books for space on teachers’ 

shelves. Children’s story books are commonly utilized as 

education tools, and due to the lack of a school board  

directing book purchasing decisions, teachers must 

choose their own classroom material to use. We  

analyzed how other publishers market their children’s 

books to teachers. 

 We asked teachers about their favorite story-

books for the classroom, and used these books to com-

plete a comparative analysis of their features and how 

they are marketed compared to Early Harvest. We orga-

nized this comparison into a chart, shown in Table 3. 

Determining what these books have to offer and how we 

can differentiate and promote the Early Harvest publi-

cations was an important step in the marketing process. 

This helped us understand how we can establish control 

over this niche market.  

 One teacher mentioned a specific book that she 

likes to use: The Book with No Pictures. The creators of 

this book use several channels to effectively market it. 

First, the book has its own website (https://

thebookwithnopictures.com) which includes pages for 

parents, kids, and teachers as well as appealing videos 

of the book being used and links to blog posts about the 

book. The Book with No Pictures was also #1 on the New 

York Times Bestseller list for 55 straight weeks, which 

is heavily advertised in all of their materials. Many fa-

mous news stations hosted 

the author B.J. Novack on 

their show and conducted 

interviews with him about 

the book. It is also highly 

acclaimed on many book re-

view sites. Although it does 

not have any social media 

dedicated to it, the author 

promoted it on his own so-

cial media and there is a 

trending hashtag for the 

book with over 8,000 posts.  

(Novak, 2020) 

https://thebookwithnopictures.com
https://thebookwithnopictures.com
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 Another book that was mentioned is 

called The Book of Hopes. Similar to Unboring 

Exploring, this book offers a collection of short 

stories, poems, and illustrations written by 

children and professional authors. A free PDF 

of the book is available on the Literacy Trust 

website and the book is also featured on multi-

ple book review sites. In addition to profession-

al reviews, the book was shortlisted for Water-

stones Book of the Year 2020. There is also a 

five minute teaser video on YouTube that fea-

tures excerpts from the book read by their re-

spective authors. Again, it does not have any 

dedicated social media, but there is a hashtag 

for the book with over 200 posts.  

 The last book, Music For Tigers, was not 

mentioned in teacher interviews; however, our 

team found it to be a book that will certainly 

compete with Unboring Exploring, and it is al-

so only available for pre-order at the moment. 

Since the release date is in March 2021, just 

two months after Unboring Exploring, we 

wanted to compare the marketing material for 

a pre-order rather than only books that have 

already been released. Music For Tigers is a 

Governor General’s Literacy Award Finalist 

and is featured in the Washington Post. In ad-

dition, it has already been reviewed by some 

professional book reviewers and multiple blog arti-

cles have also been written about the book. Although 

it is still very early, the book does have 25 posts  

that include the unique hashtag for the book. Many 

of these posts are other people showcasing the beau-

tiful cover.  

 There are many things that 100 Story Build-

ing already does to market their book but after look-

ing at the marketing materials of competitors, there 

are areas in which 100 Story Building can expand. At 

the moment, Unboring Exploring has no so-

cial media presence. Through the use of a 

social media calendar as shown in our Mar-

keting Materials, 100 Story Building can 

begin to leverage the engagement of social 

media posts.2 Another similarity among the 

other books is that they are all reviewed and 

talked about on various websites across the 

internet. It will be important for 100 Story 

Building to reach out to any close  

contacts and try to arrange for this to hap-

pen for themselves. Once they gain enough 

popularity, the reviewers will come to them. 

100 Story Building should also emphasize 

the awards they have received for their past 

publications to build credibility for the up-

coming book. All of the other books received 

some form of award and it was posted on eve-

ry website that mentioned the title of the 

book so it seems crucial for 100 Story Build-

ing to do the same. Lastly, it's important to 

keep in mind that 100 Story Building is able 

to market their upcoming book in tandem 

with their workshops and everything else 

they do which will allow for customers to 

come from multiple sources. Through their 

current email campaign, word of mouth, and 

a more in-depth social media campaign, 100 

Story Building should be able to attract more cus-

tomers and through a variety of channels. Overall,  

our marketing research helped guide our  

marketing materials development process, detailed 

in Chapter 4.  

2. Marketing Materials (MM) for this project may be found at wp.wpi.edu/

Melbourne/projects/, using the search bar to locate project materials.  

(Rundell, 2020) 

(Kadarusman, 2020) 
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Table 3: Comparative Analysis 
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Chapter 4:  
Deliverables 

(Tremblay, 2020, Adapted from 100 Story Building, 2020) 
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 We created two sets of deliverables for 100 Story Building to market the Early Harvest publications and crafted a 

set of recommendations for them to consider in the future. We based all of these materials on a unified message that we 

created by aggregating the key findings of our teacher interviews. First, we created a digital choose-your-own-adventure 

as a short-term marketing material. Second, we created two long term deliverables that can be slightly altered and used 

for this and future publications: a social media calendar with sample posts and an informational database of confer-

ences, bookstores, relevant Facebook groups, blogs, and teacher email lists.  

 

Key Message for Unboring Exploring 

 

 We learned from our interviews with marketing professors and professionals that it is important for all of our 

marketing materials to focus on one key message. This unified message ensures that customers receive consistent infor-

mation even when reached across multiple channels. These professors and professionals taught us that we needed to cre-

ate the centralized message based on the aspects of the Early Harvest books that teachers focus on and based on our in-

terviews those topics included: 

 

 A source of inspiration 

 Written by children but SUPERVISED by professional authors and 100 

Story Building’s staff 

 Written by Australian authors 

 Includes diverse characters 

 Includes characters and situations relevant and relatable to students’ 

lives 
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 We made sure to include these points in our marketing materials through the use of slogans, such as the one shown below.  
 

 
We recommend that 100 Story Building take this message and these desired characteristics into account when talking to teach-
ers during their programs and at conferences.  
 

Choose Your Own Adventure 
 

Our short-term deliverable was a digital choose-your-own-adventure (CYOA) based on the stories in Unboring Explor-
ing, designed to be used at conferences and on 100 Story Building’s website to attract teachers and distinguish 100 Story Build-
ing from their competitors. We utilized interactive media marketing for this deliverable for two reasons: first, this type of mar-
keting results in greater customer loyalty and satisfaction, as discussed in Chapter 2 (Jahanzaib et al., 2019); and second, the 
interactive adventure we designed fits in well with the theme of Unboring Exploring. Ideally, this deliverable will entice teach-
ers with its content and presentation, and the interactivity of the adventure will ensure that they remember 100 Story Building 
after the conference.  

We built the adventure using Twine, an online tool that allows you to create your own “non-linear story” and publish it 
as an HTML file, which can be run as a web application. The 100 Story Building digital team has already integrated Twine into 
their website, so that CYOAs can be played directly on the site. Thus, 100 Story Building can add our CYOA to their website 
easily, in order to draw in students and teachers. 
 Our CYOA had eight main “branches” that led into or were based on eight stories from Unboring Exploring. The CY-
OA had an overarching story- on a walk in the woods, the playable character comes across four doors. Each choice of door 
leads to a choice between two paths, which in turn lead into one of the eight stories. We also incorporated illustrations from the 
Unboring Exploring book in each of the relevant story branches. Each branch of the adventure culminates in an end card char-
acterizing the story the branch was based on, the author of the story, and the potential educational importance of each story. We 
also included a quick excerpt of the story in each end card, so that participants could see what the actual writing is like. In addi-
tion, we provided links to a discount that the teachers could use to purchase the book after finishing the branch of the CYOA, 
as an incentive. We also linked 100 Story Building’s website and social media (see Figure 13).  

A collection of thrilling tales by young Australian authors mentored by 

Rebecca Lim and 100 Story Building. The perfect book to spur 

imagination and creativity in the classroom! 
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The initial “starting” card allows 

the player to choose one of four 

paths. Each of these four paths 

eventually splits into two others, 

each of which relates to a story 

from Unboring Exploring. Due to 

the complexity of this first choice, 

the lead-in to the choices is longer 

than other “pages.”  

 

The second page initiates the 

choice that separates the two 

stories. Each total branch of our 

choose-your-own-adventure only 

has about four pages, including 

the introduction page and the 

end card. 
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Each page has a snippet of in-

formation on 100 Story Build-

ing and their Early Harvest 

program. The snippets are 

there to provide context for 100 

Story Building’s work and im-

pact, and were added to help 

reinforce the connection be-

tween the adventure and 100 

Story Building.  

The end card, as explained 

previously, contains a lead-in 

for the story we based the ad-

venture branch off of. The 

end cards also talk about the 

educational merits of the sto-

ry so that teachers know that 

they can incorporate  

Unboring Exploring into 

their curricula. Finally, the 

end card links to the incen-

tivizing discount, as well as 

100 Story Building’s website 

and social media. Figure 13: Annotated Branch of Our Choose-Your-Own-Adventure 
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Database 

 

 We also developed two long-term deliverables that 

can be adapted for all future publications. During our 

teacher interviews, we determined that teachers tend to 

buy books at bookstores and look to Facebook groups and 

blogs for reviews before purchasing storybooks for their 

classroom. Book expos at educational conferences are also 

an important resource for teachers. Booksellers can rent 

stalls and provide order forms for teachers to take back to 

their schools. Based on this information, we created an 

excel sheet that lists key information on different tabs for 

conferences, bookstores, children’s book Facebook groups 

and review blogs throughout Australia, as well as sites 

where 100 Story Building can purchase teacher mailing 

lists. While a lot of this information is not new to 100 Sto-

ry Building, this deliverable is intended to keep all of the 

information organized and in one place. The first tab in-

cludes information for conferences such as, relevant con-

tacts, registration information, and dates for the confer-

ences as shown in Table 4. For the second tab, bookstores, 

we include contact information, location, and other rele-

vant information about events and types of books carried 

as shown in Table 5. The third tab, Facebook groups and 

book review sites, includes information on the rules of 

each group and if they had any specific focus and/or in-

tended audience. A representative sample of this infor-

mation can be seen in Table 6. While unsolicited emails 

were not a source that teachers said they used to buy 

books, mailing lists are regularly updated and it might be 

worth reaching out this way. 100 Story Building can con-

tact teachers via these emails to promote their programs 

as well as the Early Harvest book. In the third tab, we in-

clude the cost of each list as well as the number of people 

the list contains. This list can be found in our Marketing 

Materials. In addition to the information we listed for each 

of the organizations, we included links to their websites to 

point 100 Story Building in the right direction in case any 

of the information changes over time. 

(Davidson, 2020) 
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Table 4: Database of Relevant Conferences 
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Table 5: Database of Local Bookstores 
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Table 6: Database of Relevant Facebook Groups 
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Social Media Calendars 

 

 Our second long term deliverable was three social 

media calendars that outline posting schedules applica-

ble to Unboring Exploring and all future Early Harvest 

publications. Marketing professionals stressed the im-

portance of this type of calendar; they allow organiza-

tions to plan out social media strategies, ensure that 

posts are not repetitive, and that the posts always re-

volve around the central message. We created one calen-

dar for Facebook and Instagram since these platforms 

are very similar in terms of recommended posting sched-

ule, and a second for LinkedIn - a social media platform 

Mr. Carter specifically asked us to look into. Figures 14 

and 15 are screenshots of the standard calendar and the 

LinkedIn calendar respectively. Each day of the week 

has a specific theme and type of post so that followers 

are not overloaded with the same information. The 

LinkedIn posts also have a more 

professional cadence and focus less 

on selling the book and more on the 

professional development aspects of 

100 Story Building’s programs as 

that is the main purpose  

of LinkedIn. 

 We also created calendars 

with an alternative launch date in 

June since 100 Story Building is 

considering changing their official 

launch date. They determined the 

January launch date somewhat ar-

bitrarily, but they mentioned that 

they were open to finding another 

launch date that would be more 

successful. During an interview 

with one of the Australian teach-

ers, we learned that although the 

typical instructional planning day 

is in November or December, some 

teachers start planning and consid-

ering books for the year as early as 

June. Thus, we created another so-

cial media calendar based on this 

alternative launch date. Our full 

calendars can be found in our  

Marketing Materials.  

(100 Story Building, 2020) 
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Figure 14: Standard Calendar, October 
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Figure 15: LinkedIn Calendar, November 
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 Along with these calendars we provided sample 

posts for Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn that 100 

Story Building could use or modify when creating their 

own content. This is because we learned from our mar-

keting interviews that there are different methods for 

posting to each of these platforms as detailed in Chapter 

2. We also found that teachers take into account the 

book’s illustrations and cover as well as recommenda-

tions from other teachers and librarians when looking 

for books, so we included them in our sample posts. 

Throughout our marketing materials we tagged people 

or events that already have a lot of followers in order to 

draw their followers to 100 Story Building’s social me-

dia. In these posts we tagged famous authors that men-

tored the student writers of the book, authors like Re-

becca Lim, popular conferences, and local bookstores 

that carry the book in order to draw in their followers. 

For Instagram we created a sample story including the 

cover of the book since teachers were very attracted to 

it, a short positive review, and a moving graphic to draw 

the eye as shown in Figure 16. If the person who gave 

the review is comfortable being named we also recom-

mend tagging them somewhere on the story. 

Figure 16: Sample Instagram Story with Review 

It’s the perfect book to bring 

writing alive in the classroom! 

-Year 4 Teacher 
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 We also created 

a sample Instagram 

post which tags Rebecca 

Lim and includes sever-

al relevant hashtags. 

Marketing professionals 

we interviewed stressed 

the importance of using 

hashtags as marketing 

tools. This post also 

showcases the illustra-

tions and cover of the 

book as well as a short, 

snappy caption; our in-

terviews revealed that 

Instagram posts should 

focus more on the pic-

tures, as shown in  

Figure 17.  

 Our sample Fa-

cebook posts include 

longer captions and also 

tag the famous author 

or conferences to attract 

their followers. The post 

shown in Figure 18 

showcases the content 

and illustrations of  

Unboring Exploring to 

attract readers.  

Figure 17: Sample Instagram Post with 

Illustration 

Figure 18: Sample Facebook Post with Ad-

venture Survival Tip 
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 Finally, our LinkedIn posts also use hashtags 

and include longer informative captions, including crea-

tive writing tips and tricks for parents and teachers. 

These professional development tips will help attract 

teachers and keep them interested in 100 Story Build-

ing’s programs so that when the book is released, they 

will be more inclined to purchase it. The post shown in 

Figure 19 uses a tip that 100 Story Building had already 

posted on Facebook that we believe would attract teach-

ers to their organization. All deliverable materials, in-

cluding the choose-your-own-adventure, datasheet, cal-

endars, and all sample posts can be found in our Mar-

keting Materials.  

Figure 19: Sample LinkedIn Post (100 Story Building, 2020) 
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Chapter 5: 
Conclusions & Recommendations 

(Tremblay, 2020, Adapted from  

100 Story Building, 2020) 
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Recommendations and Conclusions 

 

 Along with these deliverables we created a list of recommendations for 100 Story Building. Some of these were 

not entirely within the scope of our project and some were too minor for us to turn into deliverables. Our recommenda-

tions were to: 

 

 Make social media links on website more easily accessible 

 Allow reviews of the Early Harvest books on their website 

 Create programs based on the Early Harvest book and include a 

package of books that accompany them 

 Put books on Amazon 

 On website sale page, provide a sample story/chapter buyers can 

view  

 Start collecting data for cause-related marketing 

 Create a live money counter for fundraisers 

 Use the teacher questionnaire we developed (see Supplementary Ma-

terials E) to collect more information on what teachers might want 

from this book 
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 Linking the social media to the website will allow people to more easily access 100 Story Building’s social media 

pages. If the links are easily seen and more appealing to click on, more people will be drawn to the social media pages. 

This will increase the number of people within the 100 Story Building community and generate both credibility and 

more customers.  

 Since teachers read reviews of books before they buy them it would be helpful if 100 Story Building allowed peo-

ple to review the Early Harvest books directly on their website. Along those lines, Amazon is a huge retailer for chil-

dren’s books so 100 Story Building should work to get the Early Harvest books onto the site. Every competitor that we 

looked at in our comparative analysis had their book available on Amazon. It seems crucial to be in this space to compete 

in the children’s book market.  

 We also suggest that 100 Story Building develop or adapt programs to focus on the material of an Early Harvest 

book, and include the price of a set of books in the program cost. This program could encourage teachers to use 

 the book in their classroom, especially if they enjoy the program and learn creative ways to incorporate the book into 

their curriculum. Our research also showed that people like to read a sample of books before purchasing them, so if 100 

Story Building provided a sample chapter or story on their website people may be more likely to buy the book.  

 Lastly, we found that cause-related marketing appeals to customers’ emotions. Profits from the Early Harvest 

publication support some of the cost of programs for disadvantaged students. But cause-related marketing requires 

transparency about what percent of book profit is used for that purpose and how many schools or children benefit as a 

result. We recommend that 100 Story Building start collecting the data they need to integrate cause-related marketing 

in their campaigns. For example, with this information they could create a slogan such as:  

 

 

A secondary tool we suggest for the website is a live counter indicating the amounts raised during fundraisers so donors 

can see their impact.  

For every X number of copies sold, we 

provide Y free workshops to students  

(or schools) in need. 
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 Finally, we created a survey for teachers who did not have time to interview with us. 100 Story Building can use 

it to collect more data in the future. This questionnaire, which will help obtain more information on what teachers look 

for in storybooks for their classroom, can be found in Supplementary Materials E. 

 The goal of our project was to develop and recommend a novel marketing scheme to help 100 Story Building fur-

ther develop their brand and increase sales of the Early Harvest books. We interviewed marketing professors and pro-

fessionals, librarians, teachers, and publishers and were able to: 

 

  

We hope these marketing materials will help promote 100 Story Building’s brand and sales of the Early  

Harvest publication.  

 

 Develop a cohesive message that aggregates key fea-

tures teachers look for when purchasing storybooks 

 Develop a digital, promotional choose-your-own-

adventure  

 Craft a yearly social media calendar that outlined post-

ing dates across various media, along with 

sample posts 

 Compile a detailed database of key bookstores, confer-

ences, Facebook groups, blogs, and teacher 

mailing lists 
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